
KANNUR DISTRICT  PANCHAYATH 
DIET KANNUR

SSLC MUKULAM MODEL EXAMINATION -2018
SOCIAL SCIENCE                           Total Score : 80

                               Time: 2 ½ Hrs

Instructions:
• Answer all questions
• Read the instructions given for each question carefully and answer
• The scores are given against each question
• ‘15’ minutes are given as cool-off time. This time is to be used for reading and

understanding the questions.
• Students should answer all questions in Part ‘A’.In Part ‘B’ you can select one question
• From each question number

PART A

1. People protest against the act which violated civil rights resulted in the Jallianwala bagh 
massacre. which was the Act? (1)

2. Who is known as father of sociology? (1)

3. Apex bank in India which functions for the development of villages and agriculture? (1)

4. Eastern slopes of western ghats experiences less rainfall. Why? (2)

5. Write the methods used for studying sociology? (2)

6. Write any two occasions on which a consumer can complaint?              (2)

7. Explain the structure and jurisdiction of the district consumer forum? (3)

8. Write the importance of northern great plain in Indian economy?              (3)

9.  Match A column with columns B and C (3)

A B C
Rice Law annual rainfall Drain alluvial soil
Wheat More than 150cm rain fall black soil
Cotton 75 cm rain fall Alluvial soil

10. What are the objectives of Co-operative banks? (3)

11. Analise the circumstances that led the British Indian soldiers to the revolt of 1857             (4)



12. Complete the word web. (4)

                                  

                                                   

                                                   

            Theories on Origin 

                                                                   of  State

13. Write the changes occurred in national movement by the influence of Gandhian struggle?      (4)

14. Complete the table      (4)

Hints: The important traditional industries and major locations during the British period?

15. Label the following in the outline map of India    (4)

1. the mountain range which caused the formation of the desert?

             2. Mahanadi

3. Tuticorin

4. Ahammadabad

Coir industry a…………………
….

b…………………. Kollam

Handloom industry c…………………
….

d…………….. Thrissur



PART B

16. Write  the quantitative and qualitative  features of human resource (one each)
OR

Explain Fiscal policy?     (2)

17.  What are the aims of Vardha education plan?     (2)

                        OR

Write the challenges faced by the free India?

18. Complete the word web     (2)

OR

Classify the following taxes in to tax collected by the state govt and local self govts.

Entertainment tax, stamp duty, land tax ,professional tax

19.  Which longitude is the base for time zones in the world? what are the other features of this

      longitude?        (3)

OR

     Write the features that influence atmosphere pressure?

20. Compare Lokpal and Lokayukutha?        (4)

OR

    How do the study of social science help  to formulate civic consciousness?

21.How do the ‘ Right to Service Act’ help the common people?       (4)

OR

    Explain the role of media and democratic  system in fostering civic consciousness?

Improved human 
resources

…a………
a…………….

………b …………..

Natural resource is
utilized effectively



22.  Find out the geographical features of given symbols?      (4)

1.    +

2. 

3. 

4.    .    200

OR

Features of artificial satellites are given. Classify them in to geostationary and sun synchronize 
satellites.

a. Covers 1/3 of the earths surface.

a. Gets data repeatedly

c. IRS satellites

d. Revolves according to the speed of the earth

23.  Explain the role of news papers in development of Indian nationalism?

OR

          Evaluate the development of   education  in India after independence?

24.  How do direct tax differ from indirect tax?

OR

            Differentiate population and population density?

25. The given figure is related to seasons. Observe the figure and label the seasons at B,C,D  

Answer the given index related to season at ‘C’



index

• Position of the sun

• Length of the day

• Availability of sunlight

OR

Explain global pressure belts

26.“ The inequality and exploitations faced by the third estate led to French revolution”         
Substantiate the statement              (6)      

            OR

“The second world war left far reaching consequences for the human beings ” .Evaluate   

             the statement?


